ch. n	THE CASTLE	IOS
and was cut off from view at last by the masonry of the
Castle. Over it afternoon had begun to fade in a starless
sky. Though twilight had not yet come, the distinguishing
forms of the clouds were dimmed, and the low, wooded
hill on the opposite bank^from which Lewis had looked
out on the previous evening, was losing its foreground.
Among the darkening shrubs green shone here and there
with a sad brilliance, and on the eyot, when a breeze lifted
the foliage, little tongues of yellow and green flame appeared
to move over the branches. The eyot would be doubly
beautiful when autumn came. Flames would burn in it,
and beneath a late sun of October the water be fired by
them.
Remembering that the earth was at war and that when
October's sun was on the lake he might not be there to see
it, Lewis discovered an intense bliss in the quietness of the
scene before him. A veil was drawn between him and all
things external to this scene. He thought of the war as if
it had been fought long ago and of his mother and sisters
as people who had once played their part in the village his-
tory of Chepping. Imagination of them brought into his
mind another face, the face of a girl standing before him
with tears in her eyes and her lip twisted by a grief she
could not control. Elizabeth: he said the name aloud. He
tried to imagine what she might be doing now and to re-
E
rove himself for having written to her so seldom while
e was in the fort, and then only to thank her for having
packed his books and to answer her letters after long inter-
vals. But he could not reconcile her with the present; her
letters seemed to have been written by a ghost to a ghost.
Nothing of her remained but the tears she had at last been
unable to check and had been too miserable to conceal. They
had rolled down her face, which she had not turned away.
The recollection of her frozen agony cut him—but like the
recollection of a scene in a tragic play witnessed long ago.
Her love and their parting belonged to a dead life, and the
time in which she had lived for him was faded—was faded
as his old self was fading while he looked down upon the
lakes. Here all confusions will be taken from me, I am

